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About This Game

Defenders of the Last Colony is a Top-Down Shooter with Strategy gameplay mechanics, where you have to protect the
Colony's core while you gather resources and build defenses. You play as one of the 4 classes: Fighter, Striker, Carrier or

Engineer.

Fighters and Strikers focus on gun power while Engineers can build more structures (like turrets, repair platforms...) and
Carriers can defends themselves while carrying more orbs to the colony. Defenders features coop up to 4 players and 3D

graphics.

"Knitted Pixels is banking the mash-up will yield peanut butter and jelly-like levels of awesomeness in Defenders"
- Armless Octopus

"It strikes a competent balance between the familiar and the innovative"
- The Indie Mine

"Defenders looks beautiful"
- Indie Game Magazine

Besides is strategy component Defenders is a fast paced arcade with lots of content to unlock, like retro modes and new
abilities.
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4 pilots and ship classes

12 worlds to explore

different game modes

Cooperative gameplay

Survival mode

HD 3D graphics

STORY

The Starians came from nowhere, decimating the colonies as they passed.

Only one colony survived, carrying four prototype ships they are travelling to save what it's left of the other colonies, and taking
as many Starians as they can on their way.

Twitter: @knittedpixels

http://defenders.knittedpixels.com/
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Title: Defenders of the Last Colony
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Knitted Pixels
Publisher:
Knitted Pixels
Release Date: 23 Jun, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 32 bit

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 660

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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defenders of the last colony

is good , do buy. I absolutley love this game me and the partner are having a right laugh especially when i basically turn into
gordan ramsay while playing (partner thinks that hahaha) but overall it is a great game bit difficult at times especially when
builders or food critics come in it is sometimes hard to see when they want something else and not enough time to cook it but
other than that i love this game soooo much i can't stop playing. I THOUGHT I WAS TRIPPIN HEARING A TIE FIGHTER
BUT TURNS OUT I WASNT THIS GAME HAS TIE FIGHTERS BEST GAME 10/10. Quite buggy, game crashes a few
times. But when it doesn't it's quite enjoyable.

I cannot recommend this game as it crashed too often.. Heroes of a broken land seems like a great concept. How the
implimented mechanics to make it simple yet complex with world building AND heroes esk map/town controll sold me on it. I
was hyped and then I played it. But there is a few core game breaking issues.

1. There are still bugs that are quite annoying. For example, I want to go to the next level of the dugeon and I click on the ladder.
It doesn't happen and the ladder just wigs out. This alone wouldn't be so bad if it were not for #2.

2. In other games it is really great when they include secret doors and pannels on the walls where you can find and get an extra
reward. This game takes it too far. I have found 2 dungeons where I cannot complete in less than the two hours that I have
played. Why? The answer is simple, secret doors. I have had 1 and then 3 monster groups left in the dungeon and I could not
complete it, despite taking the time to look at every wall, click all around them, and take the time to do this.

Making secret doors a required feature is a bad idea. An extra with bonuses can be great though. And of course it sucks when
you open a secret door and find nothing.... but the main reason why I cannot recomend purchasing this game is point number 2.
If 50% + of the game is in dungeons and you cannot solve them even by looking at each wall and spam clicking just in case.... it
is broken. Imagine in heroes you being unable to flag mines, or playing a strategy game where you cannot get iron and you need
iron in order to get units. Play the game without mines or units? kind of a core game mechanic issue.

In short, this game has a great idea, great implimentation in almost every area except one major flaw. That flaw however is so
huge that I cannot recommend this game to a single soul. It is a shame, I liked it a lot and would have loved to play it.. TLDR: If
you don't expect a polished AAA game, don't mind a game taking its time, and are looking for a story where your choices really
do matter - this is your game and worth the full price tag.

_______________________

This is a great game - IF you know what you're getting.
First off - if you're looking for a game where the "choices matter"-tag isn't just pretentious, this is the game for you. Your
choices really do have consequences that matter going forward. I am someone who never replays games, yet the places this story
went really makes me consider a second playthrough like no other game before. I have for sure not seen it all.

Now, on to the know what you buy part. This is not a AAA game. There are things you won't like. The graphics are great, but
not everything is polished. There are minor, but noticeable bugs. Personally, I found most puzzles either extremely tedious, way
too complicated or even nonsensical. However, even as I looked it all up at one point, it didn't take from my enjoying the story.
What's really a bother is that you can't skip anything, even if you've already heard it.
And this is the most important part. This is a game that has one focus: The spoken word. You either are in conversations or read
about 75% of the time, not unlike Telltale games. However, due to your choices and other RPG gameplay mechanics like
manipulation, deduction, etc. it's not just an interactive movie like TT's games, you're much more involved.

The story is the main selling point and I really liked it a lot. There were plenty of surprises and I could play my character the
way I wanted to until the end (btw endings are really important and while many speak of the last chapter as being rushed, I really
liked it). Unlike in Fallout 4, the response you choose from the choices you're given is what it says and what's written is
understandable.

Again, this is not a 10\/10 game in any way, however it never dips below 7\/10 (apart from some puzzles, but that might possibly
just me). If you're looking for a good story and don't mind listening and reading a lot, this is a steal even at full price.. battlefield
2142? 3/10. Either pick red or spend hours trying to outmaneuver EVERY SINGLE opponent you meet that's not a brainless
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jellyfish. Same goes with the choice between green and getting stuck at every single tunnel mission. If you want to make
achievements for maxing a monocolor sparkle at least don't make it so tedious (because let's face it, having to spend time on
something doesn't necessarily make it hard) 90% of your playerbase ragequits.
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quot;contra like game" that can't aim up or diagnally

0/10. I'm more ashamed of myself for beating this game instead of my meat.. Your airship drops a sword-shapped tower from
the sky that stabs into the ground...

10/10. rollerbladers are better than cats. This game just doesn't have enough content.

You can walk about and not really interact meaningfully with anything. You can't interact with your dog that follows you about.
There's a bicycle which you can walk into, some rocks and things which make interesting noises when you walk on them. A
hilltop to walk up, so you can walk along rooftops. It doesn't lead you anywhere interesting.

There are NPCs who will say about 2 lines of dialogue to you. Then you turn around and talk to them again, and they say
something else. But in total, it seemed like there were about 4 things they would say, each. Maybe it was due to the weather that
they hardly had anything interesting to say. It was sunny and cloudy, early evening.

One NPC gave me an idea of something I could do... and I did try.... but I don't think it's really possible to jump. All you can do
is walk off things.

The in-game map is very small.

After 8 minutes I felt like I had exhausted all the content in this game. After 19 minutes, I felt certain of it, so I resorted to the
super secret cheat code.

In the instruction manual (YES! Games still have those!) there is a super-secret code that lets you toggle debug things. I would
not normally touch such a thing, but... to be honest, it makes the game a lot better. It lets you zoom the camera out, and walk
faster.

You can also ruin the "exploratory" experience and alter the temperature, time of day, and weather, to see how the game
changes, meet different NPCs, see a few different things to run into.

After 26 minutes I felt like I'd seen everything the game has to offer.

I really wanted to like this game. It has the potential to be something like a micro Animal Crossing - but without the hurtfully
judgemental neighbours. (Or the fashion, or collecting, or money... but mostly this was the potential I thought this game could
offer). But.... it all just feels too shallow for me. It needs more content.

All this game did was make me want to play Noby Noby Boy on PS3, which has a very similar art style, and is also more-or-less
goal-free... but has more interesting content to see every time you come to play it (though no dialogue), and gameplay which
involves eating and stretching, which are two of my favourite pastimes.. One of my "guilty pleasures" is games that let me use
my pretty sizable library of music for novel purposes, whether it be as backing tracks while I'm grinding or to try and smash
high scores based on procedural generation (a genre whose ranks have swelled appreciably in the past few years, I've noticed).
Beat Hazard 2 falls firmly in the latter camp, and having played the first a decent amount, I'll compare how it stacks up.

Gameplay's pretty straightforward: Shoot things and don't get hit. Complicating this on your side are power-ups and perks,
which either provide access to additional features (such as missile barrages) or enhance your existing ones (make multipliers
worth more). In this regard, things are pretty simple, and the name of the game is either setting a high score or surviving as long
as possible. If you like top-down shooters, this game has you covered, although it can get a little... pseudo-seizure-inducing, as
the screenshots and videos will almost definitely attest.

But how about the music integration? Unlike something like Audiosurf, it's pretty simple: The more loud and bombastic the
backing track gets, the more powerful your ship becomes from moment to moment (although if you max out both your Power
and Intensity, you get a more consistent weapon which is almost like staying at full health in some top-down Zelda titles). Bosses
tend to come in right before heavy drops, calm moments see less intense enemy waves, and there's a variety of difficulty options
if you want something more or less hardcore than the baseline (you can also change the intensity of the flashing lights, but
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unfortunately, to get the maximum score you need to turn them up insanely high). Each song has its own scoreboard, but all
difficulties and intensities are lumped together, making things a bit... lopsided.

My main complaint about Beat Hazard 2 is that, for some reason, the game has to "phone home" to a server almost every time
you see a menu, and as somebody who likes to play games in offline mode whenever possible, this gets annoying very quickly.
Audiosurf only tries to connect to the leaderboards once per song, and quickly gives up if it can't, but Beat Hazard 2 will refuse
to proceed until it establishes that connection every time. The "Open Mic" feature that allows the usage of Spotify, while neat, is
also best described as "somewhat janky", not allowing any pausing while the Open Mic feature is in use (lest you desync) and
having a few other minor nitpicks. Additionally, several features added by the Ultra upgrade to the original have yet to be
incorporated (such a multiple player ship types), and local multiplayer is now entirely absent, though I believe some of these
things are on the way.

Overall, while I try to avoid reviewing Early Access titles until they come out, this one is already pretty solid, and with the
developer's description of features to be added later, promises to surpass the original. I'm hopeful that the complaints I've
leveled will be addressed closer to release (the Open Mic thing more than the online connectivity, because I suspect that this
won't be fixed, but I can live with that if the rest of the game becomes more polished).. Doesn't worth 65 euros, but this game is
nice, This game worth FREE TO PLAY or 2.99EUROS
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